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While many people may laugh, others still believe placing your hat on the bed will bring bad luck. While there is no
actual evidence of where this superstition Hat on the bed, trouble ahead. No idea where this came from. True, it rhymes,
so thats a plus. Perhaps it had something to do with that5: Never put your hat on a bed. That will bring bad luck. 6:
Eating a hotdog before the competition brings good luck. 7: Never read your horoscope on competitionThere is a
superstition associated with hats saying that a hat left on a bed or a table brings bad luck. When a hat is left on the bed it
is said to bring a quarrel intoThe public woman is very different from the Private Woman. No one knows better than
John OHara. Here is a vivid, pulsating, portrait of the obsessions, loves, - 4 min - Uploaded by MovieclipsDrugstore
Cowboy movie clips: http:///1Jc50aj BUY THE MOVIE: http://j.mp/ KLzynS Dont Did you know that its bad luck to
lay your hat on your bed? The sport of rodeo has attributed to many of the myths, so here are some of theHere is what
Texas Bix Bender writes in HATS AND THE COWBOYS WHO WEAR THEM, 1994, Gibbs-Smith: Seems the
expression comesSuperstition PLACING A HAT ON A BED list Top 10 Superstitions lists from around the world
folklore unlucky what brings good luck what brings bad luck onlineAccording to superstition, it is considered unlucky to
leave a hat on a bed. But why? Find out at HowStuffWorks. No hats on the bed! A woman screams at a visitor. Get that
hat off the bed! Now! OK, says the man. But, by the way, why? Why must I takeA Google Books search reveals four
populations in which the hat-on-bed prohibition is specifically cited multiple times: African Americans and Apologies if
this was covered elsewhere, but I couldnt find it. I am wondering, what is the meaning and origin of the no hat on the
bed One of the most grievous cowboy faux pas you can commit is placing your cowboy hat on a bed. At best, putting a
hat on a bed is said to invite Superstition. (Cowboy superstition) Invokes bad luck, injury, or death.Probably transfer of,
shall we say, pests from one to the other, originally. *shrug* Then turned to bad luck. Some superstitions are based on
practical matters Putting your new shoes on the table invites bad luck, just like you should never put a hat on the bed.
The origins of this one arent clear, butThis was especially true of hats lined with animal fur. If that hat was put on
someones bed, evil spirits could spill out and into the blanket andHATS ON HEADS NOT BEDS: In Spain, putting a
hat on a bed will bring bad luck. This could stem from the time when people believed that evil spirits lived in
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